
Few retail businesses operate a merchandise 
hierarchy as complex as that found in eye 
care. Endless eyeglass and contact lens prescription 
permutations coupled with the fast-fashion nature of 
eyewear result in a dynamic and multifarious merchan-
dise management effort. Without equally dynamic plan-
ning and allocation tools, multi-site eye care retailers like 
Visionworks, which boasts 620 stores spread across 40 
states and the District of Columbia, can struggle to meet 
the product selection and in-stock demands of their 
customers. 

The challenge is compounded by steady growth, which 
Visionworks has been enjoying in recent years. The com-
pany’s plans call for 1,000 locations by 2018.

Legacy Tools Limit Planning Flexibility
“We realized a need for more robust planning tools back 
in 2009,” says Kelby Harke, VP of inventory and supply 
chain management at Visionworks. “At the time, we were 
using core Island Pacific stock ledger functionality to 
manage merchandise plans. That approach allowed us 
to download data into Excel, where we calculated open-
to-buy and created our inventory plans.” Visionworks 
supported inventory decisions using analytics derived 

from an older Market-
max business intelli-
gence tool. “The BI and 
stock ledger tools gave 
us accurate beginning 
of period metrics, and 
it worked fine when 
we had a few hundred 
stores,” says Harke. But 
as the company’s store 
count and merchandise 
mix expanded, Vision-
works realized a lack of 
visibility into the deep 
reaches of its complex 
merchandise hierarchy, 
hampering efforts to 
optimize the presenta-
tion of its products to 
customers. 
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With 620 stores and counting, the national eye care services brand 
supports an expanding volume and selection of merchandise with Island Pacific. 
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“Nothing drives me crazier than know-
ing a hot selling frame isn’t on display 
because we didn’t appropriately plan,” 
he says. With its previous system, Harke 
says tweaking the plan to proactively 
manage store-level stock positioning at 
Visionworks was akin to an act of Con-
gress, with an equally painful impact on 
company coffers.

Leveraging its core Island Pacific mer-
chandise systems infrastructure, Vision-
works implemented Island Pacific Plan-
ning in 2010. That is to say, the company 
plugged the solution in and turned it on. 
It wasn’t until late 2012 that Harke says 
the company began to fully utilize the 
application. “We took some time to  build 
up our people and process infrastructure 
to maximize the solution’s impact,” he 
says. “We had one planner back then, 
which wasn’t enough to support the 
growing volume and demand the tool 
would help us manage,” he says. 

That help soon came as part of a com-
pany-wide rebranding effort that began 
concurrently with the planning and allo-
cation project. “Two years ago we were 
known as Eye Care Centers of America, 
and we operated 16 different regional 
brand names. By the end of 2013, we 
had completely rebranded ourselves 

Visionworks,” he says. That effort involved 
more than hanging new banners on the 
company’s 620 stores—the company 
also remodeled those stores and re-
vamped their merchandise mix, dovetail-
ing with the planning effort.

“Our marketing message to the consum-
er is ‘a better you,’ and living up to that 
brand promise requires us to carry the 
most frames, at the right prices, and staff 
our stores with the best people. Two out 
of those three—products and prices—are 
driven by our inventory and merchandise 
teams and the tools we give them to 
do their jobs,” says Harke. He says the 
Planning tool from Island Pacific allows 
his inventory and merchandising teams to 
manage at a deeper level and on multiple 
dimensions, resulting in the improved 
ability to subscribe to the tried-and-true 
“right product, right place, right time” 
adage.

Dynamic Hierarchies 
Enable Granular Visibility
The new effort is already yielding results. 
Harke says it’s commonplace for retail 
merchandise and inventory managers to 
inherit inflexible, legacy merchandise hi-
erarchies. “Inflexibility is either baked into 
the limitations of a system or architected 
by a predecessor. In either case, change 
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is often difficult and merchandising 
flexibility is compromised.” 

The Island Pacific implementation 
has eradicated that inflexibility at 
Visionworks, enabling the company 
to deploy alternate hierarchies. Today, 
for example, the company’s extensive 
assortment of frames is managed by 
brand—an impossibility in the struc-
tured hierarchy of its old system, 
where brand was simply an item-level 
attribute in its merchandising system. 
“The new system allows us to pull that 
merchandise-level brand attribute and 
create an alternate hierarchy, which 
better aligns with our buying strategy,” 
he says. Visionworks buyers purchase 
product by brand, and the new Plan-
ning solution allows the inventory and 
merchandising teams to carry that 
hierarchy consistently through its plan-
ning, allocation, and reporting exercis-
es. “Previously, we could only report 
on frame type, such as plastic, metal, 
semi-frameless, and so on,” says Har-
ke. “The brand-level hierarchy gives us 
a deeper and more consistent view of 
inventory and allocation and enables 
more granular and accurate planning.”

The Planning tool is integrated with Is-
land Pacific Replenishment, a dynamic 
replenishment tool that calculates lost 
sales at the item level based on inven-
tory standing. “If we’re planning  our 

Michael Kors allocation, for example, 
and both inventory and service levels 
are trending down, we can adjust that 
inventory so we’re not running low,” 
says Harke. “It’s not a big deal to run 
lean inventory on your slowest stock, 
but it’s important to optimize your 
best. Thus, I’m not a fan of measuring 
in-stock. I’m a fan of measuring ser-
vice levels at the item level.”

Harke says his planning team works in 
the new tool all day every day, con-
stantly reforecasting and adjusting 
based on sales trends, giving it more 
control of its turn and inventory goals. 
Users across the enterprise, he says—
including analysts, inventory manag-
ers, buyers, and merchants—leverage 
the solution’s Microsoft Analytics Ser-
vices reporting and analytics function-
ality to monitor trends. “It feels a lot 
like Excel, which everyone is used to 
and comfortable with, but there’s no IT 
involvement and extensive wait time to 
get to the data they seek. Even ad-hoc 
reporting is nearly instantaneous,” he 
says. “Visibility enables accountability 
and action. Before, our planning and 
reporting was limited to frame type 
and division. Now we can drill as deep 
as we want to, with one version of the 
truth that no one can hide from.”
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